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Abstract: Background: The aim of this study was to biomechanically evaluate the initial stability of a
patient-specific root analogue implant (RAI) design with drilling protocol by comparing it to designs
without drilling protocol through a 3D finite element analysis (FEA). Methods: A 3D surface model
of an RAI for the upper right incisor was constructed. To evaluate the effect of root apex drilling,
four modified RAI shapes were designed with the press-fit implantation method: Non-modified,
wedge added at root surface, lattice added at root surface, and apex-anchor added at root apex (AA).
Each model was subjected to an oblique load of 100 N. To simulate the initial stability of implantation,
contact conditions at the implant–bone interface were set to allow for the sliding phenomenon with
low friction (frictional coefficient 0.1–0.5). Analysis was performed to evaluate micro-displacements
of the implants and peak stress on the surrounding bones. Results: Under all low frictional coefficient
conditions, the lowest von Mises stress level on the cortical bone and fewest micro-displacements
of the implant were observed in the AA design. Conclusion: In view of these results, the AA
design proved superior in reducing the stress concentration on the supporting cortical bone and the
micro-displacement of RAI.

Keywords: root analogue implant; initial stability; finite element analysis

1. Introduction

Osseo-integrated dental implant systems and the surgical techniques for the replacement of
missing teeth have improved continuously and represents a highly predictable therapy over the
past few years [1–3]. Although scientific advances in the field of dental implants have been quietly
consolidated, the reduction of invasive surgery and rehabilitation time, as well as patient demand for
esthetics, especially in the maxillary in the maxillary anterior zone, still pose significant challenges
for dentists [4]. However, there is no general consensus for the optimal design for an immediately
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placed implant in the maxillary anterior esthetic zone [5]. According to the previous anatomical
studies it is suggested that the immediate placement position of a conventional screw type implant
should be palatal side with the tooth extraction in order to maintain significant primary stability and
avoid thin alveolar maxilla [6]. From the mechanical viewpoint, this is reasonable because of the
larger lateral component of the occlusal force and the smallest implant–bone contact area. Therefore,
the root-analogue implants, press-fit implants inserted immediately after extraction, that can obtain
friction force from all contact areas of the tooth extraction socket after immediate implantation, have
raised great attention among the researchers and dentists [7–11].

The concept of immediately replacing missing teeth with patient-specific root form implants has
long been in place, with many laboratory experiments and clinic trials using root analogue implants
(RAIs) [8,9,12]. However, due to initial instability and high failure rates over short follow-up periods,
patient-specific implant systems are still considered experimental and not yet recommended for
clinical use [12,13]. With the recent rapid development of computer-aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology, the design of patient-specific RAIs has been reconsidered
to resolve the discrepancy between the cylindrical-shaped conventional implant and an individual’s
tooth-extraction socket [7,9,10,14,15].

Conventional screw-type implants achieve initial stability through mechanical fixation by
implant threads in the bone [16]. However, initial stability of the RAI is based on the press-fit
phenomenon [7,17,18]. Since patient-specific RAIs are based on cone beam computed tomography
(CBCT), CAD, and 3D printing technology, unlimited modified RAI designs are available. According
to previous studies, most RAI design options, aimed at increasing the initial stability of the RAI,
are created to achieve initial mechanical fixation by varying the surface shape of the RAI root without
additional drilling protocol [19,20].

Finite element analysis (FEA) has become an effective method to evaluate peri-implant bone
stresses and the relative micro-displacement between bone-to-implant interfaces under certain loading
conditions [21]. However, most previous FEA studies on RAIs were limited in the analysis of the
initial stability, which is one of the most important factors for the success of implant placement; they
assumed the contact condition between the bone and implant was fully bonded and in a completely
osseo-integrated state [19,22].

Thus, in this study, we aimed to evaluate the initial stability of a modified RAI design with
additional mechanical fixation through anchorage at an additional drilling site at the root apex through
comparison with several RAI designs that only modify the root surface shape without additional
drilling protocol. To analyze the initial stability immediately after implant placement, the contact
conditions between the bone and implant were set with a low friction coefficient (0.1 to 0.5), allowing
for a sliding motion to mimic incomplete osseo-integrated conditions in the 3D FEA.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Three-Dimensional Model Design

This study was performed under approval of the Institutional Review Board of Korea University
Medical Center (KUMC) (IRB no. MD13022). A randomly selected maxillary central incisor from the
human tooth bank at the KUMC dental center was used to build the tooth model. The geometry of the
tooth was obtained through optical scanning with an i500® intra-oral scanner (Medit Inc., Seongbuk-gu,
Seoul, Korea) and 3D modelling with CAD software from Geomagic Wrap® (3D Systems Inc., Cary,
NC, USA).

Based on the obtained stereolithography model of the maxillary incisor, four different RAI FE
models were constructed using 3D CAD software (Inventor, Autodesk GmbH, Munich, Germany).
For the four RAI models, a standard identical abutment was created based on morphological expectation
of the original tooth crown. Among the four RAI designs, the following three design modifications at
the root surface were constructed to allow for no additional drilling: (1) Non-modified root surface
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(NM); (2) wedge shape added at mesial and distal root surface (WG); and (3) lattice shape added at
root surface (LT). The fourth RAI design has anchorage in the root apex, implanted using the press-fit
method after additional drilling in the root apex area: (4) apex-anchor added RAI (AA). Figure 1 shows
the four RAI designs with descriptions of the different geometrical characteristics.
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Figure 2. 2D sectional view of the non-modified root surface (MN) group to explain the mutual 

relationship with the components constituting one experimental group. 

Figure 1. Four modified root analogue implant (RAI) designs of each experimental group. Dimensions
and notations of the geometric properties are as follows: H1: the height of implants without additional
drilling protocol (=16.13 mm). H2: the height of implants with additional drilling protocol (=19.25 mm).
NM-RAI: non-modified surface designed RAI; WG-RAI: wedge shape added at mesial and distal root
surface of RAI. The height and width of the wedge are 0.6 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively; LT-RAI: lattice
shape added at root surface RAI. The height of the protruding lattice and the width of the floor are
equal to 0.3 mm; AA-RAI: apex-anchor added RAI. Thread protrusion is from 0.3 to 0.6 mm. Thread
distance is 1.0 mm. H1 is the length value of the teeth scanned in this study. H2 is 3.12 mm added to
the value of H1, which is the value that assumed the length of the implant drill apex tip to be 0.12 mm
plus 3 mm, which is half of 6 mm, the shortest implant length of most commercial implants, in order to
prevent too deep drilling.

The geometry of the tooth-supporting maxillary bone with 1.0 mm thick cortical bone was
constructed in accordance with a previous study [23]. In the 3D geometry maxillary alveolar bone
model, an empty socket after a tooth extraction was formed by subtracting with the root part of each
RAI model made by modifying the original tooth shape for each experimental group. The outer
geometry of the ceramic crown component is the same as that of the crown of scanned tooth. The inner
socket of the ceramic crown was formed by subtracting the RAI abutment part with arbitrary designed
but having the same shape in all experimental groups. The thickness of ceramic crown is 0.5 mm
at the lingual side, 1.0 mm at the labial side, and 2.0 mm at the incisal side. Figure 2 shows a 2D
sectional view of the experimental group NM to explain the mutual relationship with the components
constituting one experimental group. Figure 3 is a 3D diagram depicting the components of each
experimental group.
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Figure 2. 2D sectional view of the non-modified root surface (MN) group to explain the mutual
relationship with the components constituting one experimental group.
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Figure 3. The sectional view of assembled root analogue implant (RAI) components of each experimental
group. NM: group implanted with the non-modified surface designed RAI; WG: group implanted with
the RAI with a wedge shape added at mesial and distal root surface; LT: group implanted with the
lattice shape added at root surface RAI; AA: group implanted with the apex-anchor added RAI.

2.2. Material Properties, Loading Conditions, and Constraints

All materials used to construct the models were assumed to be isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly
elastic. The mechanical properties of all materials used in this study were taken from a previous
study [24] (Table 1).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of all materials used.

Material Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Cortical bone 13.7 0.3
Cancellous bone 1.37 0.3

Titanium grade 5 (Ti6Al4V) 113.8 0.342
Esthetic ceramic 69 0.3

2.3. Boundary Conditions and Loading

In this study, the geometry of the maxillary bone where the boundary condition was applied
and the geometry of the crown where the mastication load was applied were identical in all four
experimental groups. Therefore, for all four experimental groups, the bottom surface of the maxillary
bone was taken as the fixed support, and, to simulate natural chewing loads on the palatal surface
of the maxillary central incisors, according to the previous finite element analysis studies on similar
topics [4,25], a static load of 100 N was distributed to the palatal surface of the esthetic ceramic crown at
a 45◦ angle to the tooth extraction socket long axis (Figure 4). The interface between RAIs and crowns,
together with the interface between cancellous and cortical bones are considered bonded in which
neither separation nor sliding is allowed.
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Figure 4. Boundary conditions and applied load. The red triangles on the top surface of the maxillary
bone indicates a fixed boundary condition. The selected geometry surface of the palatal side of crown
where 100 N load is applied is marked as green.

2.4. Contact Conditions

To simulate the immediate implant placement after tooth extraction (non-osseo-integrated
situation), nonlinear surface-to-surface frictional contact conditions were employed at the implant–bone
interface to allow for sliding behaviors [26,27]. The contact condition of the implant and bone is
a condition where separation is allowed, and sliding occurs with a certain magnitude of frictional
coefficient (COF). To observe the biomechanical behavior of each RAI design with insufficient initial
stability, peak stress, and micro motion were observed with COF from 0.1 to 0.5.

2.5. Analysis

After model construction, all models were transferred to FEA software ANSYS 18® (ANSYS Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA). Then, all models were meshed using tetrahedral elements with a lower limit
of 0.02 mm in size was assigned (Figure 5). To check the quality of generated mesh [28], inspections
for quality of elements were conducted after mesh generation (Figure 6). Whole mesh generations
and finite element analysis was performed using a 64-bit version of Windows 10 and an Intel i9-990K
processor with 64 gigabytes of random-access memory. The number of elements and nodes of each
experimental group is described in Table 2. After the finite element analysis was completed, the contact
statuses between the components constituting the model were checked (Figure 7).
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Table 2. The number of elements and nodes of each experimental group.

NM WG LT AA

Nodes 683,939 813,164 2,329,462 948,758
Elements 443,189 527,604 1,517,408 614,022

3. Results

3.1. Stress Distribution on Surrounding Bones

Figure 8 presents the maximum von Mises stress values (in MPa) on the supporting cortical
and cancellous bones in all experimental groups according to the frictional coefficient (COF) values.
In cortical bone, the NM group exhibited the highest von Mises stress values according to all COF
values, whereas the AA group exhibited the lowest von Mises stress values according to lower COF
values. In cancellous bone, the NM group exhibited the lowest von Mises stress values according to all
COF values, whereas the LT group exhibited the highest von Mises stress values according to all COF
values. Notably, as the COF was lowered, the maximum von Mises stress on cancellous bone in the LT
group tended to significantly increase when compared to the other experimental groups.
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Figure 9 shows the stress distribution patterns on cortical and cancellous bone in all experimental
groups according to the lowest COF values (COF = 0.1). In cortical bone, the maximum von Mises
stresses were concentrated across the labial side of the bone in all experimental groups and according
to all COF values. In cancellous bone, most stresses were concentrated in the cervical region adjacent
to cortical bones in the NM study group. However, in the other study groups (WG, LT, and AA),
most stresses were concentrated where the RAI penetrated the original tooth socket wall. In particular,
in the LT group, the concentration of stresses was greater in the penetration site than in the cervical
area, showing a different stress distribution pattern on cancellous bone than in the other study groups.
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Figure 9. Maximum von Mises stress (MPa) on cancellous bone (a) and cortical bone (b) in each
experimental group according to the lowest frictional coefficient values (COF = 0.1). Abbreviations:
non-modified root surface (NM); wedge shape added at mesial and distal root surface (WG); lattice
shape added at root surface (LT); apex-anchor added (AA).
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3.2. Micro-Displacement of RAIs

Figure 10 shows the micro-displacement of RAIs in each experimental group according to the COF
values. In all study groups, there was a tendency for displacement to decrease with increasing COF
values. The displacement values of the NM and WG groups were similar, as were those of the LT and
AA groups. However, the values of the LT and AA groups showed significantly lower displacements
than those of the NM and WG groups according to all COF values.
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Figure 10. Micro-displacement values of root analogue implants (RAIs) in each experimental group
according to all frictional coefficient (COF) values.

Figure 11 depicts the micro-displacement patterns of the RAIs in all experimental groups according
to the lowest COF values (COF = 0.1) with directional vectors. In all study groups, regardless of RAI
modification design, more micro-motions at the head of the implant occurred to the labial direction
with the apical root of the implant as the center of rotation.
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4. Discussion

In this study, the initial stability of a custom RAI design with drilling protocol was biomechanically
evaluated by comparing it using a 3D FEA to other RAI designs without drilling protocols.
Most previous research on the implantation of a patient-specific RAI after tooth extraction focuses
mainly on achieving initial stability through modification of the root surface region, without considering
additional drilling in the design of the RAI [19,20]. However, since the previous RAI implantation
technique without additional drilling requires only a limited surface area (the tooth extraction socket),
there is a limit to obtaining initial mechanical fixation immediately after implant placement. Therefore,
we proposed a novel RAI design that requires additional drilling on surface area in addition to the
surface of the tooth extraction socket.

In addition, we performed experiments assuming the bone-to-implant interface is under a frictional
contact condition. Most previous studies that performed biomechanical analysis of dental implants
using the FE method set the contact condition between bones and dental implants as a bonded
state [29–31]. This interface condition is only suitable for a fully osseo-integrated implant, which
cannot be immediately applied in implantation stages. Therefore, in this study, frictional contact
conditions were applied between the bones and dental implants, allowing the implant to slide on the
bone. Assuming low COF values at the bone-to-implant interface can simulate the initial stability
of immediate implantation conditions [32]. The initial stability of dental implants, in other words,
the mechanical stability, can be achieved through mechanical interlocking between the implant-to-bone
interface, irrespective of biological interaction; this is the most significant clinical issue with dental
implantation [33].

According to the stress distribution results of this study, the modified-RAI-surface experimental
groups (WD, LT, and AA), which added the penetration shape to the original tooth extraction socket
surface, had a positive effect on the stress reduction of the cortical bone than the NM group without
any surface modification. Similar to the findings of a previous study [19], this effect is expected to
occur when the stress caused by an external load is more burdened on the cancellous bone region due
to an increase in the mechanical fixation of that region (Figures 8 and 9). In addition, it should be
considered that in the case of the LT group, the stress on the cancellous bone was significantly increased
compared to the other groups, especially at a low COF, which may cause an overload on the cancellous
bone. Therefore, the LT group results may be interpreted as follows: Over modification of the surface
that induces excessive mechanical fixation may have a negative effect. However, in the AA group,
which had a RAI that extended to the root apex rather than additional modification to the root surface,
the stress concentration on the cortical bone was the lowest among all of the experimental groups and
according to all COFs; the possibility of overload on the cancellous bone was also lower than in the LT
group. Thus, it can be interpreted that the AA RAI design with additional drilling protocol can achieve
favorable results in terms of stress distribution. In addition, Figure 8 showed that the region where the
stress is very concentrated is closest to sharp margin of solid bodies of cortical bone. This region is the
area around the dental implant neck, which coincides with the area where bone atrophy occurs due to
overload in long-term clinical practice, which is similar to previous finite element analysis results and
interpretations for dental implants [34].

According to the micro-displacement results of this study (Figures 10 and 11), the addition
of more modification shapes (LT group), more penetration of the tooth socket or RAI root surface,
or intentionally lengthening the RAI by adding apex-anchorage (AA group) may have a positive effect
on the reduction of RAI micro-motions. Considering the results of our numerical analysis, the AA
design may minimize the stress burden on the cortical bone, avoid overload on the cancellous bone,
and cause the least micro-motion.

With the recent development of CAD programs and 3D printer technology, unlimited modified
RAIs designs are available. Regarding stress distribution and micro-displacement, we found that, if there
are additional surrounding bones that can be used for initial mechanical fixation, a novel implantation
technique that achieves initial fixation through additional drilling prior to RAI implantation may
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lead to more favorable biomechanical results than previous RAI designs using only the press-fit
implantation technique.

5. Conclusions

Based on the results of this study and considering the limitations of the applied methodology,
we found that additional drilling in the tooth extraction socket and use of an RAI with an apex-anchor has
a positive effect on lowering the stress concentration on cortical bone and reducing micro-displacement
of the RAI.
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